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Introduction
Process Overview
The goal of this strategic planning process has been to assist the Gwinnett Place Community Improvement District (CID) staff and
directors in determining factors affecting the Gwinnett Place area’s growth and business vitality, including physical assets, operational
issues and area image and perception issues, and to develop a proposed methodology for addressing those factors. A battery of research
elements were fielded to help with analysis of local and regional opinions regarding the Gwinnett Place area, and to help the team hone in
on specific areas. Several elements were added to the program to augment initially-approved primary and secondary research, including
facilitated board work sessions and formulation and facilitation of steering groups focusing on each key issue affecting the area.
The research goal revolved around identifying key issues that impact the perception of area vitality and consumer/business synergies,
and to identify patterns and universally accepted perceptions about the area. After fielding research among several key audiences, the
responses were reviewed and catalogued for use in determining base line positive and negative perceptions, resident and consumer habits
and impressions along with other key indicators of the Gwinnett Place area’s favorability. Research components originally were to focus on
area residents, employers/employees and visitors. This effort was expanded and the following research components were completed:
Primary Research
–
Area residents
–
Gwinnett Place area employers
•
Subset of Asian-specific businesses
–
Gwinnett Place area business employees
–
Visitors/non residents
–
Influential brokers/developers
Secondary research
–
Comparable urban renewal/redevelopment locations
–
Global and US retail brand analysis
–
“Retail Forward Report: Retail Trends 2011 and beyond”
–
Deloitte Global Retail 2010 Report
–
Social media audiences (online communities, facebook, etc.)
–
Partnership Gwinnett: Making Sense of the 2010 Census report
–
Partnership Gwinnett: Economic Development Comprehensive Plan
–
Gwinnett County Commissioners Gwinnett Place Mall Pilot study
–
Partnership Gwinnett: Partnership Gwinnett 2.0 Strategy
–
Liveable Centers Initiative Study Baseline Conditions Report
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Creating a strategic vision
for the Gwinnett Place area
Gwinnett Place area has undergone such significant change in the last two decades that the “identity” and sense of community
of the area has taken a significant shift. Furthermore, the transition is still in progress, resulting in some misperceptions and
gaps in the overall image of the area. Research validates this, and also documents the fact that lack of awareness and low
preference for visiting the area are related.
This initiative was spearheaded by the Gwinnett Place CID, as the first phase of addressing concerns of CID area member
businesses and the business community of the area in general. The initial effort was able to expose specific, significant areas
of misperception and/or lack of awareness and corresponding negative impressions. The research effort helped define the
issues and perceptions that exist currently, and helped create a frame of reference for efforts going forward. Subsequent
to the initial research, the CID board and staff have now executed a series of meetings with area influencers including the
Gwinnett County Chamber of Commerce, business leaders and civic leaders as the opening element of a longer term strategy
to positively impact the area. The growth, revitalization, commercial redevelopment and subsequent economic vitality of the
area depends on reigniting visitation, and longer term, creation of environments, attractions and experiences people desire.
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Actionable insights
The research was used as a backdrop for a series of Gwinnett Place CID board and stakeholder steering group workshops,
each focusing on a primary area of concern as indicated through the research. In tandem with the steering group input and
recommendations, the research data helped the Gwinnett Place CID board better understand marketplace changes, emerging
opportunities and local/regional appetite for specific programs to reposition the Gwinnett Place area for future growth. Retail
revitalization, commercial redevelopment and subsequent economic growth would be key aspects of this effort, along with the
attendant sense of community that goes with any urban renewal program.
(See appendix *Research, *Broker/Developer top line summary” and “Steering Group Reports”)
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Area Assessment
References to the Gwinnett Place area, or references to the Gwinnett Place area “brand” or branding are referring to the area as
a whole, not to Gwinnett Place Mall (unless specifically called out) or the Gwinnett Place CID as an organization, or to any logos
or other identifying service marks. The strategy and recommendations will be approached from two categories: Physical
assets/operational issues and area image and perception issues. Research validates the fact that physical asset/operational issues
are tied intrinsically to the image and perception of the area.
The Gwinnett Place area is simultaneously blessed and distressed by its location. Even with enviable infrastructure and transportation
access, some strong corporate presence and a solid ethnic business micro economy, the area is designated as “blighted” and as
such has received a Tax Allocation District designation. The area does not present well, appearing as a hodge-podge of retail and
commercial properties, apartments and other structures that creates an atmosphere of “decline” and transition. This has impacted
the favorability of the area as “sellable” by area brokers and developers. Changes over the last decade, compounded by the
economic downturn, have increased negative perceptions within consumer and resident audiences. Dense lower end commercial
development, distressed real property, including mall stores and the mall, failing area retail segments, poor lighting, perception of
crime and demographic shifts all create an atmosphere of transition that is misperceived as decline. Ethnic business concentrations
create cultural discomfort for non-ethnic visitors, and ethnic businesses do not appear to market to non-ethnic audiences, to include
signage and store promotional elements, further eroding visitation and consumer retail engagement. The Gwinnett Place area’s
location in the heart of Gwinnet County is key to the entire area’s future vitality, and a concerted focus on redevelopment, including
public incentives to engage private sector investment is critical to this effort.

Specific issues include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pockets of dense development interspersed with large unoccupied parcels
Retail and restaurant site vacancies
Gwinnett Place Mall vacancies
Limited branded retail options
Traffic and congestion
Cultural shifts and discomfort, signage/language disconnect
Decreased non-ethnic shopping traffic
“Siloed” ethnic retail nodes
Perception of crime, security concerns
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Area Assessment
A closer examination of available data in the Gwinnet Chamber’s Partnership Gwinnett report Gwinnet County: Making Sense of the
2010 Census dispels the idea that the area is primarily Asian; however, the number of Asian businesses and corresponding signage
are not reflective of that fact. In reality, the Partnership Gwinnett study characterized the area as the most diverse in the southeast.
A tour of the physical area shows significant pockets of economic vitality.
A vibrant ethnic food and market scene, and a full array of ethnically-targeted restaurants, retail and service brands are supported
by modern infrastructure, growing healthcare and corporate sectors and access to some of the nation’s largest freeways and
transportation corridors . Gwinnett Place area is part of the urban community phenomenon known as an edge city—pockets of
growth that ultimately pull large populations, often with ethno-centric ties, into a given region by virtue of common social or
economic values, goals or connections.
In the case of the Gwinnett Place area, much of that growth has been Asian, with significant increases in the African-American
and Latino population as well. The businesses that serve these populations are often owned by members of these ethnic
communities, and the affinity and marketplace that has grown up in the area reflects a degree of insularity. Brands that reflect
ethnic concentrations are primarily Asian brands. The sheer scope and diversity of this business and ethnic community has created
an environment that is self supporting and has great potential if CID leadership, area influencers and engaged constituent businesses
are able to address core issues: crime/safety, traffic/access, demographic changes, retail vitality, area appearance and
redevelopment/investment interest.
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Area Assessment
Population shifts create area cultural, economic change
Correlative population shifts were outlined in the recent Liveable Centers Initiative Baseline Conditions Report relative to area
demography and ensuing economic impacts. These population changes are in essence cultural shifts, and illustrate the fact that
many of the former long term residents of the area have long since moved to other suburban or urban locations in the Metro
Atlanta area. Significant negative responses from residents and visitors alike bore out this premise and revolved around crime
concerns and store and merchandise brand irrelevance; they did not prefer to come to the area and in fact tried to avoid it. An
underlying theme reveals discomfort with the changes in area demographics and ensuing cultural tensions articulated in the
research; area retail offerings are not for “people like me”. Shopping venues like Mall of Georgia and Perimeter Mall were named
as more aligned with their preferred shopping experiences and store brand and merchandise preferences.
The ―creative class‖ of urban dweller is a centerpiece of the metro-Atlanta demographic
Technologically-savvy and often employed in the media or tech sector or peripherally in the finance, service, healthcare,
entertainment, logistics or communications industries, this audience represents great future potential for the area—after efforts
to renew the urban setting are more in tune with current trends surrounding “live, work, play” urban redevelopment. Secondary
research and the social media conversation mapping research is validated and illustrated in the sampling of other redeveloped
locations found in the appendix.

Perception issues overshadow effort to revitalize area
Economic downturn notwithstanding, research indicates that much of the perception around Gwinnett Place area is just
that—perception—and perception can be managed and changed. Some of the perception issues are as noted elsewhere related
to physical asset and operational issues like appearance, retail mix, security and traffic congestion. Dated structures, retail
vacancies and traffic patterns are problems which can be addressed with facilitated partnerships, marketing, engineering and
infrastructure initiatives.
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Area Assessment
Research across several audiences indicated universal sentiment regarding
area retail offerings and the mall in particular.
• A strong feeling among the core female shopper “gatekeepers” that the area did not have products, services,
experiences for “people like me”
• Universal agreement that safety/crime were primary concerns
• Strong negative impressions of the mall even among mall users as compared to the Mall of Georgia, Perimeter Mall
and other area shopping districts
• Discomfort with social/ethnic change among “people like me” audience
• Wrong mix of residential/shopping/entertainment amenities, brands to attract more urban, younger visitors to the area
• International event or element appealing to small and large businesses, visitors and residents; mid size businesses
and area employees/employers were not as positive
• The opportunity to bring in “new” visitors, as well as retain existing consumers, depends on changing the look as
well as the mix of retail, residential, entertainment amenities.
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Core Issues Impacting Perception
of the Gwinnett Place Area
Following board and staff review of the research conclusions and presentation of the findings, Ogilvy Public Relations facilitated
a Gwinnett Place CID board workshop session. After thorough exploration of the research conclusions, the board agreed that there
is no single solution to the issues affecting the Gwinnett Place area.
Core issues were isolated to physical asset/operational and image perception, with board agreement that the mall is a critical
element. Research results turned up issues which should be addressed per specific negative responses related to retail/brands,
dated appearance, etc. Visitors and residents alike expressed that the “shopper experience” did not necessarily match with retail
offerings desired by the shopper, particularly in the mall. While some aspects are cultural—i.e. ethnic stores, ethnic audiences/
shoppers—the products//brands must be still analyzed and calibrated by retailers and mall management in order to change the
appeal and ignite retail activity on a meaningful scale. Issues common to all research audiences affecting the Gwinnett Place
area’s image:
• Lack of retail, entertainment options
• Mall store brand mix and mall vitality
• Area safety and security
• Area appearance (vacancies, dated properties, etc.)
• Traffic/access issues
• Cultural change
• Residential property decline
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Gwinnett Place CID Board workshop research-based conclusions
The board concurred that research validates the fact that all critical problem areas are
interrelated, impact perception of the Gwinnett Place area and has a cascading
effect on the other.
• crime occurrences and resulting reports, however minimal, affect perception of safety and security
• overall area appearance affects perception of safety and viability
• ethnic/cultural discomfort affects perception of retail/mall experience and safety
• traffic and roadway congestion affects perception of access and experience
• retail offerings (both store brands and merchandise), particularly in the mall, affects retail shopper
perception of experience, value
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Gwinnett Place CID Board workshop research-based conclusions
The board agreed that current and planned initiatives undertaken by the Gwinnett Place CID
should continue as part of the community improvement charter of the organization, to include:
• Improve/widen sidewalks to enhance perception of safety, “walkability” experience
• Encourage reuse of vacant buildings in concert with County and Chamber efforts/initiatives
• Pursue/encourage government and institutional siting (schools, healthcare, post office, tag office, etc.)

• Support Chamber and Gwinnett County effort to recruit national/international industry and businesses
• Support and augment Chamber economic development efforts relative to CID area
• Map area parcels available for redevelopment
• Pursue zoning that promotes redevelopment
• Encourage closer location of schools, residences and businesses
• Examine current parking requirements
• Encourage redevelopment and infill options
• Pursue Opportunity Zone designation
• Continue to pursue transportation enhancement projects that:
• Increase citizen mobility

• Increase economic opportunity

• Promote transportation alternatives

• Promote connectivity and inter-parcel access

• Increase pedestrian activity with more sidewalks, streetscaping, way finding elements
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Gwinnett Place CID Board workshop research-based conclusions
The board agreed with the research premise of physical assets and operational issues
as broad areas of misperception and negative perception, and concurred with the premise
that more proactive communication would positively impact some general negatives.
• Crime prevention initiatives, private security presence significantly improves public perception and media coverage

• Relationship with Gwinnett County Police Department keeps the area “top of mind”, increases coverage, reduces
crime and fosters positive communications
• Showcasing transportation, infrastructure improvements, land/streetscape project initiation or completion,
etc. will combat misperceptions, increase overall awareness
• Showcasing new businesses, facilities, tenants, etc. will increase positive coverage, engage area business/landowners
• Showcasing retail, Gwinnett Place Mall requires a unified and cooperative effort that is coordinated and “themed”
• Increasing awareness of positives, key commercial/office property availability/value, commercial activity, property
sales, new tenants is needed to engage new development players or prospects to begin looking at this market
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Gwinnett Place CID Goal: Form specific Steering Groups to explore
core issues affecting area perceptions and vitality of the area
Following the Board Workshop, Ogilvy Public Relations recommended formation of issue-specific
steering groups and organized and facilitated group workshop sessions. The steering group were made
up of Gwinnett Place CID board members, staff, local businesses and interested community members.

Steering Group Organization
Steering groups were organized and four broad categories addressing the core issues
were explored by each steering group in workshop sessions to identify central themes and solutions.
•
•
•
•

Retail Steering Group
Safety and Security Steering Group
Community Partnership Steering Group
Traffic and infrastructure Steering Group

These groups met in separate sessions to discuss and review retail vitality and retail
appearance, safety/security issues, community partnerships and “catalyst” initiatives.
Traffic and infrastructure steering group responsibilities were relegated to the Gwinnett
Place CID staff since the initiatives (streetscapes, bridge and traffic changes) are
already underway and are not elements that the Gwinnett Place area effort needs to
address at this time beyond communicating these changes in a positive fashion.
• (See research appendix for detailed review of steering group discussions)
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering group focus and conclusions
Retail Steering Group Overarching Solution: Proactive effort to ignite retail, attract new retail and inform, improve
perceptions of retail consumers and retail-focused brokers and brands

Key Message: ―The Gwinnett Place area is open for business‖
Retail is the centerpiece of the Gwinnett Place area
Driving new retail investment in the area is critical
Upgrade at the mall is cornerstone for retail investment
Proactive effort to inform, improve perceptions
will help incite development and consumer interest
Gwinnett Place area “business engine”
(economic activity, available space, etc.) information
Commercial, office space availability and value positioning
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering Group Recommendation 1.0: Support proactive retail renewal

Objective 1.1: Revitalize the area’s retail base by addressing physical
assets and perception improvement
• Recommendation 1.1.1: Utilize Retail Steering Group as retail “ambassadors” to support formation of a retail
revitalization task force for the area with the Chamber and Gwinnett County.
• Focus on aging/underperforming malls, retail footprint, “big box”/retail challenges
• Work with county to encourage/influence zoning decisions i.e. adaptable reuse of vacant box stores, etc.
• Analyze and approach international retail brands to locate in the area.
• Recommendation 1.1.2: Develop range of options to frame conversation (see research appendix re: specific district
urban renewal initiatives—Miami’s MiMo district; Lakewood, Colorado’s Belmar development; Park Forest, Illinois
Downtown Park Forest revitalization project; Boca Raton’s Mizner Park development and arts district—each location
organized stakeholder leadership groups or task forces, focused on the relevant aspects of the area’s redevelopment,
identified assets and created tiered priorities to address development parameters and outcome relevant to the respective
roles and statutory edicts guiding stakeholder organizations.)

• Recommendation 1.1.3: Develop materials, content and “retail portfolio” for use in presenting the area to retail
developers, brands, decision makers
• Recommendation 1.1.4: Determine relevant/desired retail brands, retail property and brokerage decision makers
• Recommendation 1.1.5: Arrange briefing opportunities with targeted influencers—brokers, developers, corporate site
selectors, select property owners/managers, state/federal agencies.
• Recommendation 1.1.6: Research and join relevant trade associations and attend/present at relevant trade events to
position the area and make contact/network with brokers, developers, retailers, etc. in order to get the area “on the
radar” of key influencers. (International Council of Shopping Centers-ICSC; International Association of Amusement
Parks and Attractions; National Retail Federation, etc.)
16
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering Group Recommendation 2.0: Determine and/or influence future
of Gwinnett Place Mall
Objective 2.1: Access Simon Properties Gwinnett Place Mall decision makers
• Recommendation 2.1.1: Develop Simon-specific messages, content for discussion with Simon leadership
• Recommendation 2.1.2: Develop messages, range of options to frame conversation i.e. Liveable Centers Initiative and
Partnership Gwinnett’s Economic Development Comprehensive Plan vision and strategy; also see research appendix re:
specific mall redevelopment initiatives i.e. Culver City Mall, California; Lafayette Square,
Indianapolis; La Palmera Mall, California)
• Recommendation 2.1.3: Develop background on appropriate Simon leadership and work with local/regional Simon
leadership to arrange discussion
• Recommendation 2.1.4: Take message/options to Simon HQ with contingent of Steering Group members, community
leaders, local political and government leadership to meet face to face with decision makers
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering Group Recommendation 3.0: Develop alternative mall/retail
options for area
Objective 3.1: Develop mall and retail specific information and key audience
engagement process
• Recommendation 3.1.1: Develop key messages, corresponding statistics, fact sheets, performance data, etc.
• Recommendation 3.1.2: Create and distribute media releases, arrange for media interviews
- Local
- Retail/Trade

• Recommendation 3.1.3: Develop presentation/powerpoint briefing re: retail and redevelopment initiatives
• Recommendation 3.1.4: Develop opportunities list i.e. retail and redevelopment presentation
• Recommendation 3.1.5: Set up meeting to seek assistance from local agencies, Non Government Agencies,
State, Regional organizations
• Recommendation 3.1.6: Create retail hot button for the website and use as retail information delivery tool
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering group focus and conclusions
Safety/Security Steering Group Overarching Solution: Continue/enhance security solutions and communicate efforts/improvements

Key Message: ―Safety/security is the Gwinnett Place area’s #1 priority‖
Statistical reduction in crime indicates some success
Private security augmentation impacts occurrence, perception
Law enforcement alliances impact occurrence, perception
Technological and corporate and/or government alliances would
impact occurrence, perception
• Cameras, lighting
• Cooperative partnerships (Crime stoppers/Neighborhood watch)
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering Group Recommendation 4.0: Continue to address public
perception of crime
Objective 4.1: Maintain and promote presence of high profile security effort
via patrols, alliances, exploration of technology solutions and ongoing
media relations
• Recommendation 4.1.1: Utilize Safety and Security Steering Group to work with the Chamber and County to
create task force to pursue mutually beneficial retail district security/safety objectives
• Recommendation 4.1.2: Formalize relationship with law enforcement and create “neighborhood watch” or
“crime watch” area business coalition
• Recommendation 4.1.3: Host meetings at the Gwinnett Place CID and invite law enforcement, security, retail
and corporate participation
• Recommendation 4.1.4: Highlight effort on Gwinnett Place CID website and authorize members to promote
program and link to site
• Recommendation 4.1.5: Continue to augment local law enforcement with private security and Gwinnett Place
CID vehicle presence (Coverage ebb and flow based on time of week and seasonality; heavy weekends and
holidays/events, minimal during week)
• Recommendation 4.1.6: Publicize/promote security effort, results, posture/presence
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Objective 4.1 continued: Continue to communicate high-profile security
effort via patrols, alliances, exploration of technology solutions and
ongoing media relations
• Recommendation 4.1.7: Schedule media “ride alongs”
• Recommendation 4.1.8: Produce regular crime statistics report for media, website use
• Recommendation 4.1.9: Erect area billboards noting “crime watch” program, monitoring, etc.
• Recommendation 4.1.10: Begin development of technology-based security network
• Recommendation 4.1.11: Set up meeting with metro Atlanta PD to look at their recently-announced security camera
aggregation network program and explore funding, logistics, etc.
• Recommendation 4.1.12: Utilize Security and Safety Steering group and board to develop key corporate partners list and
set up preliminary meeting to discuss concept

• Recommendation 4.1.13: Develop phased approach plan to technological platform by category (i.e. cameras, wireless, etc.)
• Phase one—Exploit existing assets (linking existing networks, systems, etc. from recommendations
from Atlanta PD as mentioned above)
• Phase two—Engage corporate partner and/or technology company to present optimal system options, costs
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering group focus and conclusions
Community Partnership Steering Group Overarching Solution:
Galvanize and rally area businesses, property owners, influencers around area renewal

Key Message: ―Gwinnett Place area businesses and residents are
part of a cohesive and successful community development approach‖
• Cross cultural communications via proactive cross cultural media and business outreach
•Educate existing owners and businesses on impact of properties, structure appearance in area renewal, valuation
• Develop concept for renewal vision i.e. “Gwinnett Place International Village” (also addressed in image recommendations)
• Post/publicize improvements, project completions, etc.
•Address cultural integration and community appeal through signage
• Concept and construct “Town square” and/or “gateway” interpretive element in GP Mall area
• Concept and develop event/promotional programming (also addressed in image recommendations)

Secondary Message: ―The Gwinnett Place area is a prime location
for redevelopment‖
• Assessment of real estate assets, potential sites
• Explore concepts with potential partners i.e. mall upgrade/makeover, new international retail brand investment
•Work with Chamber Economic Development team and collaborate with the Gwinnett County Chamber and Partnership Gwinnett
initiative to promote and capitalize on local county and municipal incentives
• Explore potential for public-private development of potential sites and development concepts
• Establish CID task force to obtain area Opportunity Zone designation
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering Group Recommendation 5.0: Facilitate area business and
retail revitalization
Objective 5.1: Initiate CID facilitated business unity effort, define
development opportunities and identify potential partners and catalyst sites
• Recommendation 5.1.1: Identify stakeholder group key players—developers, brokers, property owners, business/corporate
influencers, government agency leadership, Non-Government Agencies, Gwinnett Chamber executives
• Recommendation 5.1.2: CID board initiative in tandem with the Gwinnett County’s Partnership Gwinnett business outreach
effort to form a stakeholder task force to cooperatively promote retail rejuvenation focusing on favorable government decisions
i.e. zoning and infrastructure (highways, transportation, etc.)
• Recommendation 5.1.3: CID board initiative to support establishment of an international business coalition emphasizing
ethnic businesses in tandem with Gwinnett County’s Partnership Gwinnett’s small business development strategy (Board should
consider board diversity to be more representative of area businesses, demographics.)
• Recommendation 5.1.4: Set up luncheon with area business representatives, area media including Asian, Latino media
• Recommendation 5.1.5: Create powerpoint briefing for presentations to explain effort and vision

• Recommendation 5.1.6: Use influencer database to send targeted monthly eblast updates
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Steering Group Recommendation 5.0: Facilitate area business and
retail revitalization
Objective 5.1 continued: Initiate CID facilitated business unity effort, define
development opportunities and identify potential partners and catalyst sites
• Recommendation 5.1.7: Identify select catalyst sites/parcels
• Recommendation 5.1.8: Authorize Steering Group and board to approach/explore possibilities with landowners re:
redevelopment sites
• Recommendation 5.1.9: Use potential sites to develop “wish list” and “vision” of urban renewal options
• Recommendation 5.1.10: Engage regional urban design and renewal expert to facilitate vision development

- ”what could Gwinnett Place area “International Village” or theme look like?”
• Recommendation 5.1.11: Continue support and promotion of the Gwinnett Redevelopment Forum and other relevant
“influencer” forums, opportunities to articulate the CID area vision as part of the greater Gwinnett County Economic Development
strategy.
• Recommendation 5.1.12: Create visual elements to be used in proactive discussions with potential partners, developers,
property owners, government agencies/Non Government Agencies
- Transitional renderings, long term renewal vision renderings/visuals
-Graphically illustrated projected growth/economic patterns, transportation initiatives
24
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Recommendation 6.0: Gwinnett Place area perception strategy
Objective 6.1: Rejuvenate the Gwinnett Place area image
Existing perceptions must be changed for the area to move forward from a
“current state” to a “future state”. An engaging and “consumable” overarching
vision story for the Gwinnett Place area must be created and articulated.
The initial research was further validated by broker/developer research,
comparative analysis of other locations solving similar issues and
subsequent steering group and Gwinnett Place area board and staff
working sessions. The overview strategy outlines a viable approach
to reach this future state through an integrated program focusing
on the following elements:
Recommendation 6.1.1: Area “brand” repositioning
Recommendation 6.1.2: Cooperative Promotional Initiatives
Recommendation 6.1.3: Strategic partnerships
(government, public-private, corporate)
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Recommendation 6.0 continued: Gwinnett Place area perception strategy
Objective 6.1 continued: Rejuvenate the Gwinnett Place area image
This would be accomplished via (Recommendations 6.1.1 – 6.1.3 continued):
• Gwinnett Place area “brand repositioning” message setting
• Story/content and materials development

• Targeted stakeholder and influencer relations
• Development of thought leadership opportunities
• Media relations—developer, commercial real estate,
site selection, business publications including:
- Shopping Center World
- Development Magazine
- Area Development

- Site Selection Magazine
- Urban Land Magazine
• Digital influence and social media influence
• Facilitate area cooperative marketing initiatives
• Retail promotions
• Area events
• Cultural celebrations

Recommendation 6.1.4 Continued long-term focus on physical elements
• Attention to physical elements will improve area perceptions among target audiences, resulting in more robust
retail activity and more favorable decisions relative to visitation, investment, renewal and redevelopment.
• Security/safety, retail mix and mall revitalization, appearance, streetscape/landscape improvements, traffic improvements
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A Strategic Vision for Gwinnett Place Area
Recommendation 6.0 continued: Gwinnett Place area perception strategy

Objective 6.2: Change perceptions by correlating area attributes with
economics, demographics and experiences attractive to
brokers/developers/investors and target consumer audiences.
Recommendation 6.2.1: Communicate the new vision to target audiences
• Brokers/Developers/Investors

• Property Owners/managers
• Consumers—Area residents/employees/visitors
• Corporate decision makers, site selectors
• Government agencies—county, state

This in turn will attract and retain:
• Viable, trend-forward retail/retail investment
• Consumer demographic desiring “international”
or culturally diverse experiences i.e. food, shopping,
entertainment
• Commercial property investment/redevelopment
• Corporate/industry investment
• Urban renewal investment i.e. mixed use/residential
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Area image and perception makeover
Objective 6.3: Ignite developer interest and reset the consumer mindset, the Gwinnett Place
area must be repositioned to better tell the story of positive influences and efforts to build a
more prosperous district.
•

Recommendation 6.3.1: Position the area’s cultural makeup as a positive rather than a negative for consumers and
economic development audience

•

Recommendation 6.3.2: Use positive demographics, economic data from credible sources (LCI study) as evidence of
vitality for developers, brokers, partners, site selectors, etc. in marketing materials, trade show displays, promotions and
media information

•

Recommendation 6.3.3: Use diverse dining and retail experiences as promotional elements in news media, advertising,
marketing efforts to attract consumer and young professional demographic
Recommendation 6.3.4: Leverage efforts of Gwinnett County’s Partnership Gwinnett internal marketing program by
partnering or participating in their efforts to reach influential brokers, developers and corporate relocation/site selection
influencers.

•

Area influencers must be informed to better understand what Gwinnett Place area is and is becoming.
Area influencers include local business owners, key corporate executives/leaders, core infrastructure, public utility and
healthcare leadership, area media, community leaders, government agencies and Non Government Agencies like area
Chambers (Gwinnett County Chamber of Commerce, Asian American Chamber of Georgia, Georgia Hispanic Chamber, Rotary,
etc. Demographic data from the 2010 census and the Liveable Centers Initiative Baseline Conditions Report indicates
significant shifts in ethnic makeup of the area and correlates with research indicating favorable acceptance of an

“international”, or culturally focused attraction/theme for the Gwinnett Place area. Further, despite economic data indicating
solid local economic activity, research validates that Gwinnett Place area has become synonymous with the Gwinnett Place
Mall and negatives associated with retail issues, crime, vacancies, etc. Area revitalization depends on perception change that
first begins with understanding of the facts.
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Upgrade the brand, upgrade the area
Objective 6.4: While renewal of the Gwinnett Place area as a whole is the objective, the brand
itself needs an upgrade to reflect the changes that are here to stay.
• Recommendation 6.4.1: A retooled brand will give the Gwinnett Place area the platform to articulate the positive aspect of
change and express a compelling narrative to make the area more attractive to the broader corporate, retail and consumer
audiences.
• Recommendation 6.4.2: Highlight Gwinnett Place area’s image as a unified business community via messages and themes
that reflect the emerging culture as diverse, prosperous, inclusive and interesting.
• Recommendation 6.4.3: A modified or upgraded logo and/or tagline should be considered to reflect this international theme
• Recommendation 6.4.4: Update concepts for area incorporating international makeup, cachet of the area
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

World Place Gwinnett
Gwinnett World Place
Gwinnett Place Gateway
Gwinnett Place World Market
Gwinnett Place World Crossing
Gwinnett Place Continental Crossing
Gwinnett Place International Marketplace
Gwinnett International Village
Gwinnett International Place
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Recommendation 7.0: Message Setting and Story Development
Objective 7.1: Develop messages and stories for the Gwinnett Place area that clarify core
elements of the area and deliver specific messages around the image-improvement effort by
answering these questions:
• What are the “bright spots” of the Gwinnett Place Gwinnett Place area brand—economics, access, etc.?
• What information do developers, site selectors, commercial brokers, etc. need to understand the value proposition of the area?
• How does the Gwinnett Place area articulate “on the rise” rather than “heading downhill”?
• What narratives and storylines make the area compelling to area/regional, ethnic (Asian Times, etc.)
and trade (site selector and developer) media
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Recommendation 7.0 continued: Message Setting and Story Development
Recommendation 7.1.1: Develop repositioning support elements
• Audience analysis and media habits (already completed as part of research)
• Message framework (in development with Gwinnett Place area board— see steering group reports in Research
Appendix)
• By segment message boxes and media storylines (retail, safety/security, community partnerships and
appearance)
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Recommendation 7.0 continued: Message Setting and Story Development
Recommendation 7.1.1 continued: Develop repositioning support elements
The Gwinnett Place area has positives, including demographic change, that have not been messaged or pushed out
to Key audiences. The research indicated that significant misconceptions and negative perceptions exist relative to the area’s
attributes in the key influencer group made up of brokers and developers. One-on-one meetings with influential brokers indicated
little interest and awareness of the area’s attributes, having eliminated the area as a consideration without even researching the
opportunities. Current PR and marketing materials used by the CID to position the area do not reflect “future state” desires of the
area adequately and do not dispel issues uncovered in the research. Clearly defined messages must be articulated in a proactive
and positive fashion to make the case, and materials need to be of high enough quality to be used in one-on-one discussions
with brokers, developers, corporate site selectors, new businesses, etc.

Key messages to this decision-maker audience include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid overall area economy, particularly ethnic segment
Significant commercial, office and retail real estate availability
Significant area infrastructure investment
Progressive, forward community planning in place—roads, light rail/transportation, land use
Thriving ethnic and specialty businesses
Diverse rather than narrowly caste demographics according to Liveable Communities Initiative study and 2010 Census
The Gwinnett Place area is open for business with attractions, opportunities and experiences that people desire
Area real estate is value proposition for buyers, corporate relocations
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Recommendation 7.1.1 continued: Develop/produce repositioning support elements*, including:
•

Gwinnett Place area “Urban Renewal Vision” image video (5-7 minutes)

•

Gwinnett Place area updated brochure (folded, small format)

•

Gwinnett Place area “At a glance” Fact Sheet (1 page/2 sided, 8 ½ X11 four color handout)

•

Gwinnett Place area Trade Show small display (portable kangaroo stand format)

•

Gwinnett Place area Trade Show booth (portable large format)

•

Gwinnett Place area “Urban Renewal Vision Book” bound large format brochure

•

Gwinnett Place area Urban Renewal Vision Micro-site (linked from main site)

•

Billboard creative and placement

•

Advertising creative “template” (modular print ads which the CID staff can place themselves)

•

Gwinnett Place area media kit materials (new look, contents i.e. white papers, fact sheets, charts/graphics, etc.)

*To be used for developer, broker outreach, trade events, site selector
outreach, media, Chamber and other functions
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Recommendation 7.1.2: Conduct proactive media outreach
The perceptions that currently exist will not change without resetting the message. Reframing of the area’s perception must include
proactive media outreach to impact the many audiences in the area—consumer/visitor, business, corporate, government, investor,
non government agencies i.e. Chambers of Commerce, along with local civic leadership and residents audiences
We recommend using the research conducted into visitor and consumer media habits in tandem with a media influence audit
within the trade, regional/local, consumer and social/online media to surface the editors, writers, producers, reporters, bloggers
and social media influencers—those with significant following i.e. Facebook, Twitter, etc.) who are covering relevant topics and
creating shareable content that will be most relevant to the Gwinnett Place area message and audience.

Recommendation 7.1.3: Develop/update media outreach support elements
•

Media audit by segment (trade/industrial/site selection, area/regional business, area/regional consumer, social/online)

•

Story/angle development by segment

•

Media outreach grid and editorial calendar production

•

Media outreach and placement (story pitching, interviews, blogger engagement, etc.)
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Recommendation 8.0: Gwinnett Place area promotional strategy
Objective 8.1: Increase awareness and visitation of shopping, entertainment and hospitality
venues by showcasing singularly unique cultures/experiences
Our promotional visibility strategy is geared specifically toward promotions that create awareness and traffic
inside the Gwinnett Place area and establish a unique and positive image for all the area businesses. This
approach has been largely set by what we learned in the research and analysis process, and by similar programs
in other locations similar to the Gwinnett Place area. Promotional and visibility programs should and must be
shouldered by the area retail and business community with “skin in the game” and should be thought of as a
long-term program that will build in volume and impact every year. Funding models could include a cooperative
marketing budget for all external marketing and an in-kind approach to physical elements i.e. food/event tents,
directional signage, etc. We believe fully activated promotional programs will also be anchored by success in the
areas covered in the situation overview:
• Ability to affect crime reduction and showcase positives

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Continued commitment to appearance improvement
Collaboration with community partners, agencies, government, Non Government Agencies
Continued traffic/roadway improvements
Identification and development of successful catalysts
Mega site
Public-private partnership
Corporate recruitment
Re-ignition of the mall
Attract new brands/retail anchors
Facilitate new investment
Repurpose/redefine mall
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Recommendation 8.0 continued: Gwinnett Place area promotional strategy
Recommendation 8.1.1: Create a unifying promotional event expressing the width and breadth of the
area’s singularly unique cultures and experiences.
A singularly unique Internationally-themed promotional event series will unify and rally CID area
businesses, and will attract new visitors and re-engage dwindling resident and area employee audiences.
The Gwinnett Place area, through the Gwinnett Place CID, should empower the retail task force initiated by
the CID and its retail steering group to:
• Create an international retail business coalition

• Collaborate with area businesses, local government agencies, cross-cultural business networking
• Organizations, Non Government Agencies and influencers
• Create a unified and integrated “long weekend” event series revolving around food, music/entertainment/
recreation, art and culture
• Advertise and promote event through area media, local community, social media channels, participant networks
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Recommendation 8.0 continued: Gwinnett Place area promotional strategy
Recommendation 8.1.2: Initiate planning for a CID supported/facilitated internationally themed
indoor/outdoor community event
This “Pangea” (one world) themed indoor/outdoor event would jump-start the Gwinnett Place CID area imaging effort, giving the
message life through the promotion and execution of various event components.
• Jump-start the Gwinnett Place area imaging effort, giving the message life through the promotion and execution
of various event components.
• Unify and rally Gwinnett Place area businesses, attract new visitors and reengage dwindling resident and area
employee audiences.
- Friday/Saturday/Sunday spring-break timeframe
- Gwinnett Place Mall venue with satellite activities throughout the area
- Ceremonial opening with lighted early evening international flag ceremony and evening international music fest
• Different focus each day
• Day One Friday—opening night ceremony/music event
• Day Two Saturday—morning through afternoon—Car Shows (shows reflecting various ethnicities—Asian/NOPI,
Latino/low rider, Sports Car Club of America show, American Muscle Car show, etc.)
• Day Two Saturday—early evening—internationally-themed charity triathlon and “Flavors of Gwinnett Place”
International Marketplace Food Festival (local restaurant stations reflecting various ethnicities)
• Day Three Sunday—early morning through late afternoon—internationally-themed art/craft/cultural immersion
flea market event
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In summary
Based on the research, physical asset improvements/changes and resolving operational issues will improve perceptions,
including broker-developer influencers who would ultimately bring in new investment to address the redevelopment
aspects of urban renewal for the area. Changing perceptions through asset and operational improvements, in tandem
with a proactive effort to communicate the area’s attributes and positives will help dispel the negatives,
and attract a primary consumer audience that is currently not visiting the area, while retaining existing ethnic and
local business. Issues like crime, safety and security, along with the reality of cultural change and tension, can be
addressed through proper management of perception by way of intensive communications—media, community and
stakeholder relations and marketing which in turn will impact consumer and visitor impressions.
Demographic and urban renewal trends, matched with the area’s location, social makeup and
support infrastructure, also indicate a longer range growth opportunity—the young “creative class” of
metro Atlantans work in technology, finance, service, marketing, logistics, healthcare, communications
and entertainment industries.

Educated, technologically-savvy and cosmopolitan with disposable income and eager for new, interesting and
even international, experiences, this audience is available in great supply in the metro region. The ability to
attract investment to fuel redevelopment will depend on the ability of the area to change perceptions that currently
exist, activate new visitation and over time create the “live, work, play” environments that are the hallmark of new
Urbanism and the preference of the next generation of working adults.
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